Sawtooth Wilderness
High Adventure – July, 2014

Most of us at Alice Lake in the Sawtooth Wilderness

I had the privilege of going along on High Adventure with the 14-18 year old young men in our
LDS ward this year. We have a young man in the troop that is in a wheelchair so we base
camped at Pettit Lake so that he could participate in many of the events. We canoed & fished,
and made up all sorts of competitions (my favorite being our own made up Frisbee golf course).
The fish that we caught in Pettit Lake were all small Kokanee. To win the final competition one
of the boys swallowed a live Kokanee. Unfortunately, I was gone and didn’t witness it. One of
the perks of camping is having dutch ovens. It’s the best I’ve ever eaten at a high adventure.
Darrin and Greg know how to serve it up!
Two of the activities that we did are what I wanted to highlight:
1. Bike the Williams Creek Trail
2. Hike to the divide above Alice and Twin Lakes

Base Camp at Pettit Lake

Canoeing at Pettit Lake

Biking the Williams Creek Trail
The Williams Creek Trail is one of the premier bike rides in the Stanley area. It is just up the
road from Pettit Lake near Obsidian, ID. We drove up Fisher Creek Road to the Fisher Creek
Trailhead and dumped our bikes. We only rode the downhill section but many bike the Fisher
Creek Loop which includes the road and the downhill stretch. There are some uphill sections that
give you a work out but for the most part it’s a blazing fast downhill trail. It was a lot of fun. It
has burned in recent years so much of the trail is fire scarred. It gives it a different kind of feel.
My memory will be when Jake went the wrong way at the only T in the trail. That will teach him
to listen. We waited for everyone at a point along the trail since we were getting strung out. I
noticed that we were missing somebody. A few went back to look for him. Thankfully some
motorcyclist turned him the right direction but he had put on a few miles by that point. It
happens on every high adventure!
You can find details about this ride at: http://www.mtbproject.com/trail/3839756
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Waiting and wondering where Jake is?

The home stretch

Alice/Twin Lakes Hike (Sawtooth Wilderness)
The hike from Pettit Lake to Alice and Twin Lakes is one of the most popular hikes in Idaho. I
doubt you’d ever find yourself alone but there is a reason it’s popular. The scenery is spectacular.
This was a great hike and despite the long day they loved it. We hiked to the saddle above the
lakes that drops down to Toxaway Lake. You can do an 18 mile loop hike from Pettit Lake but
we just did the one-way out and back. I estimate we hiked about 15 miles and a 2,500’ elevation
gain.
I believe the fish are small Brook Trout in the lakes so I didn’t bother taking a fly rod. A few of
the boys took poles but I don’t think they had any success. When I fished Toxaway Lake one
time I could have sworn the lake was sterile until just before sundown and they all start jumping.
I could catch a Brook Trout on every single cast. Perhaps Alice Lake is the same way.
This is a great trail to get exposed to hiking as a beginner because there are plenty of people and
the beauty will make you want to come back and explore more areas, perhaps with a little more
solitude. A great hike!

A view of El Capitan

Alice Lake

Looking south at Twin Lakes from the divide

Looking north from the divide (below)

Twin Lakes from the trail at the divide

